The Western perception of Islam and its Prophet has traditionally revolved around the axes of sex, violence, and deception. From the eleventh century onwards, Christian authors used these concepts to paint a predominantly negative picture of Islam, for mainly theological and apologetic purposes-a trend that was fortified by the lack of genuine information and reliable sources about Islam. Thus Mahomet 1 was typecast as a sexobsessed, violent and Machiavellian trickster or impostor, the Qur'an discredited as pandering to the political and carnal desires of Mahomet and his followers, and Islam itself described as a false religion that spread by force and persecution, rather than by providence and grace. 
In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century, however, some cracks began to show in this image, first subtle, then emphatic-especially when deist and Socinianizing philosophers in England, and later Germany and France, became attracted to what they perceived to be an extremely clear, simple, rationalist, and anti-Trinitarian theology. This development is particularly striking in the English context, where authors such as Arthur Bury and Stephen Nye flirted with the idea of "Unitarian" Islam, while Henry Stubbe drastically revaluated both Islam and Mahomet, praising the latter as "the wisest legislator that ever was" and a "great prophet."
3 Such sympathies had an immediate political twist, since in most cases they were closely connected to a powerful tolerationist impulse. By 1718, for instance, the Irish philosopher John Toland, in the footsteps of Stubbe, openly recast Islam as "Mahometan Christianity," in order to argue that Muslims "might with as much reason and safety be tolerated at London and Amsterdam, as the Christians of every kind are so at Constantinople and thro-out all Turkey." 4 A few decades later, in 1730, a highly controversial biography of Mahomet by Henri, the count of Boulainvilliers, solidified the nascent image of Mahomet as an enlightened, rational, and proto-deist ruler and legislator, as well as of Islam as a reasonable religion, free of mystery and theological corruption. 5 Although both images of Mahomet (as wicked Note that Boulainvilliers was not the first to present Mahomet as a legislator, but earlier authors such as Stubbe and Toland addressed an Anglophone audience and were thus limited in their reach, whereas Boulainvilliers's work, published almost simultaneously in French (1730) and English (1731), was of acute and widespread impact. Also noteworthy impostor or sage legislator) continued to coexist for a long time, the rival deist image proved to be as stubborn as its predecessor, influencing the views of many Enlightenment writers on the topic of Islam, including Gibbon, Goethe, Lessing, and Voltaire. 6 The history of this gradual recasting of this image of Islam is too complex, subtle, and dynamic for this paper to do it justice. It is rooted in Reformation polemics, in the course of which Catholic authors attacked Protestants by associating their theological doctrines with those of Islam and snidely casting Mahomet as a precursor of Luther and Calvin. Some Protestant authors had reacted by accepting this association and arguing that, in fact, it is better to be grouped with Muslims than with Catholics: better to be with Mahomet than the Pope. 7 Others had used the Catholic critique of Muslim persecution practices against the Catholics' use of violence. 8 Such discussions, though springing from very specific apologetic contexts, had an ultimately positive (side) effect for the perception of Islam, at least in Protestant countries.
In the course of the seventeenth century, more people traveled to the East and penned their experiences; 9 life: "the adverse wish of finding an impostor or an hero, has too often corrupted the learning of the doctor and the ingenuity of the count." 20 Instead, Gibbon famously set out to achieve an objective, naturalistic, and (at least theoretically) impartial history of religion, in which divine actions and supernatural causes have no place, since, for Gibbon, the object of historical inquiry should not be to project a positive or negative image of Mahomet and Islam, according to the argument that one wishes to make, but rather to reconstruct historical fact from those sources available; or, as Gibbon says on a different occasion, to "separate (if it be possible) a few authentic, as well as interesting, facts from an undigested mass of fiction and error."
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In this critical impulse, which of course had implications for the history of Christianity as well as for that of Islam, Gibbon was prefigured by an earlier writer, and a different book, which left a deep imprint on the long eighteenth century and on Enlightenment Europe as a whole. That writer is the French philosopher Pierre Bayle, and the book is his Dictionnaire historique et critique, first published in 1696.
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BAYLE'S "MAHOMET"
There is no easy way to introduce either Bayle or the Dictionnaire. Bayle's background is a curious one: born a French Calvinist, he had (like Gibbon) converted to Catholicism for a brief period in his youth, and had joined the Huguenot Refuge in the Netherlands in 1681, a few years before Louis XIV revoked the Edict of Nantes. 23 From the 1680s onwards he published a number of writings that would prove to be as influential as they were controversial: arguing, for instance, that atheists could be virtuous, and delivering a plea for religious toleration that went further than any of his day, extending to Catholics, Jews, and Muslims, as well as (effectively) atheists. His dictionary, a vast display of historical erudition, was amply stocked with theological and philosophical arguments, as well as so-called "obscenities" that would cater to the most subversive of tastes.
The content and form of the Dictionnaire immediately earned it a wide readership-but they also make the work immensely difficult to interpret. 24 It is often unclear whether Bayle is writing as an impartial observer, as a critical historian, or as a (moral, political, metaphysical) philosopher. This complexity, of course, is precisely what made his work so provocative, and what makes it so interesting for scholars today. In some articles, especially, Bayle presents us with a cross-section of those theological, philosophical, and historical debates that were current at the turn of the eighteenth century, and, in doing so, tells us as much about the intellectual climate of his day as he does about his own ideas and concerns. Such is the case with his article on "Mahomet," which was read across Europe by authors as diverse as Toland (whose Letter from an Arabian Physician of 1706 almost literally echoes passages by Bayle), Mathurin Veyssière de La Croze, Voltaire, Goethe, and Lessing, as well as most eighteenth-century biographers of Mahomet, from Boulainvilliers and Gagnier to Sale and Gibbon. Totaling around 34,000 words, 39 Remarks, and 281 marginal footnotes in the final edition prepared by Bayle, "Mahomet" is one of Bayle's longest articles by far, second only to "Spinoza." 26 The main article (see fig.  1 ) discusses the life of Mahomet and the origins of Islam, mentioning, for instance, the many historical uncertainties about the year of Mahomet's birth and about his family, and introducing his various wives. But the main article itself only provides the initial framework for Bayle's historicalcritical discussion of Islam and Mahomet, which mostly takes place in the Remarks, arranged alphabetically from A to Z and then from AA to QQ.
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As could be seen from even a cursory glance at the titles of the Remarks, Bayle's "Mahomet" comprises many different topics-from Muslim martyrology to veneration of the camel-which cannot all be discussed here. Instead, I will proceed by grouping the articles into four themes, two "minor" and two "major":
Minor: 1. Critique of miracles and legends about Mahomet. 2. Religious imposture and fanaticism. The first of the two "minor" themes focuses on the abundance of farfetched stories told about Mahomet, especially by Christian authors. As the very title of the historical-critical dictionary suggests, Bayle purports to write history critically, examining evidence in order to uncover historical fact. stories about Mahomet in order to put him in a bad light. To do so is "to violate the equity that we owe to all people, to the wicked as well as to the good. One must never impute to people that which they have not done." 29 Hence, throughout "Mahomet," Bayle tries to debunk such narratives, in order to attain a more charitable and objective image of both Islam and its Prophet-whether successfully remains to be seen.
The second "minor" theme revolves around the classic question of intention: Christian writers had long posed and tried to answer the question of whether Mahomet was an impostor or a fanatic; that is, whether he himself believed in his own prophecies. Most authors had opted for imposture, which was the most straightforward way of saving the divine status of Jesus and Christianity in contrast to that of Mahomet and Islam. 30 Bayle, too, raises this question, only to waver between the possible responses. Both alternatives are, of course, negatively charged and associated with falsehood and deception, but there is an important difference between the two. If Mahomet was himself deceived, and not the deceiver, this might exonerate him to some extent-at least according to Bayle's own toleration doctrine, which was based on the rights of the erring conscience. Error, for Bayle, if fully and honestly believed, has the same rights as truth; hence, in matters of religious belief (if not morality), false and true beliefs can claim an equal right to toleration. 31 In the background of this question of intention stands a polemic between Bayle and his bitterest enemy, the formidable Protestant theologian Pierre Jurieu, whose political and moral doctrines on toleration were diametrically opposed to Bayle's. Subtly, and deviously, Bayle uses the question of Mahomet's intentions in order to question those of Jurieu, whom he perceived to be (like Mahomet) either a fanatic or an impostor. In the case of Mahomet, Bayle ends up choosing rather hesitantly the option of imposture-for various reasons. 32 I will return to these themes shortly, but 
WAR
The Role of Force in the Establishment of Islam
The first of these themes (the relationship between Islam and violence) combines a critical reappraisal of the history of Islam with a general critique of Christian apologetics. The starting point of this discussion is the question of the secret of Mahomet's success, which was a classic problem for Christian apologists throughout the centuries. 33 The quick propagation and wide extension of Christianity were traditionally supposed to be miraculous; hence they were often held up as convincing proofs of Christianity's divinity. After all, so argued Christian authors, it would have been impossible for any religion to have spread so quickly and so widely without divine assistance: without the hand of God. In his earlier work Pensées diverses sur la comète (1682), Bayle had already criticized the apologetic premise that the quick propagation of Christianity is a sure sign of its divinity: indeed, Bayle resisted any attempt to find proofs of divinity in historical events; to interpret history in order to fit a religious story. 34 In "Mahomet," Bayle tackles the apologetic argument anew, this time specifically in the context of Islam.
In the very first footnote ("A"), Bayle provocatively states what he considers to be a historical fact: not only did the Mahometan religion spread very quickly, but it is now more widespread than the Christian religion.
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In a series of other footnotes, he then addresses an item of major concern among the apologists: if the quick propagation of a religion is a sign of its divinity, what then to make of the historical rise of Islam, which is equally impressive in terms of both propagation and extension? Clearly, if the providential character of the development of Christianity is to be preserved, a Bayle engages with two traditional answers to this question.
Reduction to Sensuality
The first-which briefly takes us away from the topic of war-can be called a reduction to sensuality. Various Christian apologists had argued that converts to Islam were seduced by the perceived "looser" sexual morality of Islam, combined with Mahomet's promise of a sensual paradise for the faithful. Hence, if the success of Christianity manifested the hand of God, the conversion success of Islam could be reduced to natural causes: to the base passions and desires of the convert.
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Bayle rejects such explanations, for two reasons. First of all, he says in Remark L, far from expounding looser moral rules, Mahomet instated more ceremonies and stricter precepts: Mahomet's law was in fact more rigid than that of the Gospel, except in matters concerning marriage and revenge. 37 With regard to Mahomet's moral rules, Bayle makes the remarkable statement that "without flattering this religion, these aphorisms contain the most excellent precepts . . . for the practice of virtue and the rejection of vice."
38 Secondly, Bayle continues in Remark M, neither can Mahomet's success be explained by his promise of a sensual paradise, for the pleasures Mahomet offers to his followers remain limited to the senses, while the delights of the Christian paradise are represented as surpassing the very bounds of our imagination and senses. 39 He then introduces a digression on the nature of pleasure, arguing that even the most hedonistic or pleasure-seeking people ("voluptueux") would, upon consideration, prefer the Christian paradise, since they do not care about the source of pleasure (whether it comes from the senses or the mind), but only about the amount or quality of pleasure they receive. Perhaps naively, or ironically, Bayle argues as follows: if such a "voluptuous" man knew he would experience more pleasure in examining a geometric problem than in making love to a beautiful woman, he would happily leave this 36 See, e.g., Daniel, Islam, esp. 171-80; Pailin, Attitudes, 97-99; Tolan, "European Accounts," 227-28. 37 beautiful woman for the geometric problem. Likewise, he would most likely prefer the Christian paradise, with its all-surpassing intellectual pleasures, to the Muslim one. "What do I care, they would say, that the Christian Paradise does not furnish the pleasures of fine food and the enjoyment of beautiful women, etc., since it furnishes other pleasures that infinitely surpass the greatest delights on earth?" 40 The promise of a sensual paradise, therefore, is not a greater drive to conversion than the promise of an intellectual one; and so it is unlikely to have caused the success of Islam. 41 
Reduction to Violence
There was, however, another traditional explanation of Mahomet's success, which can be called a reduction to violence. Almost all apologists argued that Mahomet had disseminated his religion by the sword, whereas Christianity spread peacefully, by the power of truth alone. Look no further, says Bayle: if we want to preserve the proof of Christianity's divinity based on propagation, this is the only suitable explanation for Mahomet's success: we have to associate Christianity with peace, and Islam with war.
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But there's a snag. The explanation only works, says Bayle, if we focus solely on the spread of Christianity in the first three centuries after Christ. For after that, haven't many Christian apologists themselves argued that their religion must be spread by sword, blood, and fire, that non-Christians must be compelled to enter the Church? Haven't Christians (especially Catholics) persecuted the hell out of other religions?
Yes, says Bayle. They have. 43 And then, in a typically Baylean move, he turns his argument inside out, or upside down. Having seemed to confirm the intrinsically violent nature of Islam, Bayle now draws attention to the long tradition of toleration within Islam. 44 For although the traditional image of Christianity as a religion of peace and of Islam as a religion of war 40 Mahomet 1 .M. 41 Other authors defended the concept of a sensual paradise by arguing that the resurrection of the body makes no sense without the restoration of the senses: e.g., Stubbe, may be appropriate as far as Christian and Muslim principles are concerned, Bayle goes on to argue that, in terms of their respective practices, the very opposite is the case: "Mahometans, according to the principles of their faith, are obliged to employ violence for the destruction of other religions; and nevertheless they have tolerated them for several centuries. Christians have received orders only to preach and instruct; and nevertheless, since time immemorial, they have exterminated, by sword and fire, those who are not of their religion."
45 That Muslims are obliged to persecute, says Bayle, appears in the Qur'an, of which he quotes the famous passage in Sura 9, on the punishment of infidels. In Bayle's formulation:
When you encounter the Infidels, kill them, cut off their heads, or take them prisoner, until they have paid their ransom or you see it fit to release them. Do not hesitate to persecute them, until they have laid down their arms, and submitted to you. 46 In other words, Bayle is arguing that both Christian and Muslim practices are inconsistent with their principles: while the Christian principles dictate peace, their practice spells war; and the same, vice versa, is true for Islam.
Bayle then gives various examples in order to demonstrate that Christianity (again: especially, but not exclusively, the Catholic Church) has historically shown more signs of cruelty than Islam, and ends by making one of his favorite points: "The conclusion I would like to draw from this, is that men are rarely guided by their principles. See here the Turks, who tolerate all kinds of religions, although the Qur'an requires them to persecute the infidels; and see there the Christians, who do nothing but persecute, even though the Gospel forbids it." 47 And to complicate matters further, Bayle points out that, even in terms of its principles, Islam is not purely in favor of war and intolerance. To prove this, Bayle draws attention (in Remarks AA-BB) to an enigmatic Latin-Arabic manuscript: a "testament" supposedly drawn up between Mahomet and the monks of Saint Catherine's Monastery at Mount Sinai, in which Mahomet, at least in the beginning of his career, agreed to a policy of mutual toleration between Muslims and Christians. 48 Bayle here refers to his earlier work, the Pensées diverses, which had discussed the same treaty, to argue that "Mahomet, having resolved to found a great empire and a new religion at the same time, affected a thousand appearances of kindness for the Christians, and announced in all the places where he was strongest that he intended to tolerate all kinds of religions, and particularly the Christian one." 49 50 And Bayle notes that, although the other Sura (no. 9) calls for persecution, it also says that those who lay down their arms should be spared.
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By the end the reader can only be puzzled: have we reached any general conclusions about Islam? We have, but they must be picked out from a complex and sinuous chain of arguments, in which Bayle is alternately ceding the advantage to Christianity and withdrawing it. What Bayle seems to be saying is this: the Qur'an (and Islam) has principles of peace as well as of war. But what matters most is practice. In this, Islam is historically superior to Christianity. Let Christians realize this, and persecute no more: for if they do, not only are they traitors to their own principles, but they undermine their own apologetic arguments.
At several points in this discussion, Bayle quotes his aforementioned enemy Jurieu, another Protestant who had used the example of Islam in order to address the use of force in religion and conversion, thereby to attack Catholics-especially during the anti-Protestant campaign run by Louis XIV. 52 Jurieu had also made the point that Muslims had been more historically tolerant than Catholics, and so Bayle and Jurieu stood together in opposing the use of force by Catholics. 53 The Baylean subversion is that For Bayle, then, the point of talking about war and Islam is to plead for universal religious toleration-and this means that, despite Bayle's rejection of the kind of Christian history that interprets facts according to theological exigencies, Bayle is himself writing more as a philosopher than a historian: he is rewriting the history of Islam in such a way as to make Christians reflect critically upon themselves.
SEX
Sexual Morality and Attitudes towards Women in Islam
If a large part of the article on Mahomet is devoted to discussions of war and violence, an even greater part is devoted to an exposition of the sexual morality and practices of Muslims in general, and of Mahomet in particular. Again, this interest on Bayle's part has a history in Western thought: Christian apologists had traditionally contrasted the supposed lascivious sexual morality of Muslims with the more restrained or "civilized" morality of Christians, and the lustfulness of Mahomet with the purity of Christ.
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By doing so, they were able to argue that various Muslim precepts were inspired by Mahomet's personal desires: thus Prideaux presents a variety of examples to demonstrate that Mahomet "made his Imposture serve his Lust." 56 The Qur'an, therefore, was seen as pandering both to the desires of Mahomet and of Muslim men in general. 39) seems correct in pointing out a pattern of connections between enlightened Arabs and the theme of (suspected) atheism; e.g., in Averroes 2 , Mahomet II 2 , Takiddin 1 .A. Hence, Bayle seems to see Islam itself (or religion in general) as irrational, but this doesn't mean that Arabs or Muslims are naturally ignorant, as Jurieu suggests. See also the article Aristote, which stresses that Aristotelianism is still widespread in the Muslim world despite the "ignorance" that reigns there. 54 See Van der Lugt, Bayle, 129-33. 55 Lyons, Islam, 67-71, 163-75; Daniel, Islam, 118ff; Tolan, "European Accounts," 233. 56 Prideaux, Life of Mahomet, 154 (also 138, 149). Gibbon doesn't quite challenge this Bayle is broadly in agreement with this instrumentalist or Machiavellian image of Mahomet. For instance, he says in Remark T, it was because Mahomet himself had several wives and slept with his servants that he provided revelations allowing for limited polygamy and unlimited concubinage. This is one of the reasons he gives for believing that Mahomet was an impostor rather than a fanatic: only impostors would be so willing to adjust their revelations according to their (personal or political) interests.
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In a long sequence of Remarks, furthermore, Bayle elaborately discusses Mahomet's relations with women. This begins in Remark E, where Bayle points out that Mahomet did not win the affection of his wives, whom he treated badly: he was unfaithful and he beat them, and even made a law permitting husbands to beat their wives, after he himself had been caught beating one of his. 58 In Remark S, Bayle notes that many singular things are told of Mahomet's "vigor" with regard to women. He points out, for instance, that "authors are in disagreement about the exact number of Mahomet's wives, but they generally agree that he had several at the same time, and that he acquitted himself of the conjugal function with great force." 59 According to some, Bayle continues, Mahomet had up to twentyone wives, excluding mistresses; while others say he only married seventeen, fifteen, fourteen, eleven, nine, or as few as three wives. 60 As for Mahomet's "force" or "vigueur," one source suggests that it was so great that in one hour he was able to "know" (in the biblical sense) each of his eleven wives, one after the other. Obviously amused, Bayle mentions this anecdote twice.
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Further on, in Remark II, Bayle discusses a story, recounted by various Mahometan as well as Christian authors, that the archangel Gabriel taught Mahomet how to make a certain "ragoû t" that fortified his loins. At the mention of "ragout," we would nowadays think of a stew or sauce, but in seventeenth-century French it meant something closer to an appetizer: something that gives "goû t" or appetite; and in a sexual context, as we suggestion as much as he revaluates it: thus, "the fragments of the Koran were produced at the discretion of Mahomet; each revelation is suited to the emergencies of his policy or passion . . ." (Decline, 3:181). 57 have here, we could think of it as an aphrodisiac. 62 Having taken this Gabrielite love drug, Mahomet was able to have sex forty times without getting tired. Either that, or to fight against forty men-whichever he pleased.
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It may be clear from this that Bayle's emphasis on Mahomet's vigor and voluptuousness surpasses its argumentative value: Bayle is indeed trying to lay bare the contingent and possibly Machiavellian sources of Mahomet's religion, but in the meantime he is amusing himself and his reader by laying bare the body of Mahomet, and the bodies of his wives.
Women in Islam
These wives and women are not introduced for merely aesthetic purposes: Bayle takes their position very seriously, to the point of developing what one might anachronistically call a series of feminist arguments. For instance, if we go back to Remark Q, we find Bayle repeating his earlier point that Mahomet's law was very bad for women:
The permission he accords to men to have several wives, and to whip them when they do not obey, and to divorce them when they no longer please, is a law very disadvantageous to the fair sex. Mahomet was careful not to accord to women the permission of having several men, and he did not even allow them to leave their troublesome husbands, at least not without their permission. 64 Bayle then elaborates on the "deplorable" condition of Mahomet's four wives under a law that gives the husband the right to deprive these wives of "that which is rightly theirs," and to "amuse himself with pretty slaves," as many as he could buy.
65 "Doesn't this redistribution of the marriage funds result in indigence and extreme suffering [une extrême souffrance]?" 66 One might object that the law solves this inconvenience by giving each of the wives the right to sleep with their husband once a week-but this, to Bayle, is a poor solution, for a "law that reduces to small portions that which would hardly suffice if it were entire" is still a very harsh law. Furthermore, a thing like this should not be "oeuvre de commande"; if the act is only done perfunctorily, that can hardly be "un grand ragoû t": a big "turn on." Let us admit, therefore, Bayle concludes, that Mahomet was very harsh towards the female sex.
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Thus Bayle explicitly acknowledges that female bodies have desires; that these come with certain rights over the bodies of their husbands; and that Mahomet's law (as Bayle assembles it from his sources) is unfair to women. This proto-feminist moment is intensified when Bayle goes on to discuss the Mahometan views of paradise and of women's place in it. Not only, says Bayle, was Mahomet's law very bad for women in this life, he even deprived them of the joys of paradise, where men can enjoy all the "pleasures of marriage" with gorgeous maidens, while women, according to most authors, cannot enter paradise themselves: they can only watch from its fences what goes on inside. Could one imagine, asks Bayle, a crueler thing?
68 Various other mischievous quotes follow on the subject of sex in the Mahometan paradise, but by now Bayle is simply indulging the reader's taste (and his own) for spicy stories, and has lost sight of his main argument: the curious quasi-libertine-quasi-Christian claim that in Islam female bodies are made subservient to male bodies, and female feelings and desires are disregarded, both in this world and in the next.
In a later Remark, however, Bayle comes back to the role of women in the history of Islam. Remark PP, added in the second edition, discusses the position of Mahomet's favorite wife, Aisha or Ayesha, who had great authority after Mahomet's death, becoming almost a female Pope ("Papesse") among the Muslims. Bayle remarks how strange it is that Islam is so disadvantageous to women, considering that, first of all, it was founded by a very lubricious man; second, its laws were first placed in the hands of a woman (Mahomet's first wife, Khadija); and third, that after Mahomet's death, Ayesha was in the position to interpret these laws as she pleased. Why then didn't Ayesha protect her own sex, when she was in the position to do so? Bayle does not know the answer to this question, but he does ask the reader to "consider . . . the influences of the [female] sex on the foundation of Islam." 
Sexy Erudition
What Bayle is criticizing throughout these Remarks is not Muslim sexual morality per se-since Bayle is well aware that Christians, though they make a fuss about fidelity and abstinence in principle, are at least as lascivious in practice-but the double standard that accompanies this morality, and the ways in which men use religious and moral laws to suppress women. He is criticizing the fact that, in Islam as he sees it, wives have hardly any sexual rights, only duties-and what about concubines and serving girls, who have no rights at all? 70 In the course of this critique he effectively acknowledges that women have sexual desires, which gives them certain rights: such as the right of exclusive use of their husbands' bodies, since their husbands have exclusive use of theirs. A principle, then, of sexual reciprocity, and behind this, at least implicitly, of some sort of equality.
But at least the Muslims' principles match their practices on this score, which is more than can be said of the rigid sexual morality of Christians: as Bayle repeatedly points out, Christian principles with regard to sex are as divergent from their actual practices as their pacifist principles are divergent from their practices of violence. 71 In other articles, Bayle expresses irony and even skepticism about various aspects of Christian morality: such as the institution of marriage; the Christian obsession with female, but not male, virginity; the exaggerated rejection of sex and parenthood out of wedlock; and how it is always women who are blamed for any transgression of these high standards. 72 The social shame inflicted upon unmarried pregnant women is so great, says Bayle in the article "Patin," that it leads to dead bodies: to women preferring to kill their babies, or themselves, rather than to suffer such disgrace. The suggestion seems to be that, if Christian morals were a bit more liberal, or libertine, this would not be the case. 73 body, but also the bodies of his wives? Is he attacking Christian morality to the point of defending a "looser" pagan morality? But what about the ideal of the ascetic scholar and dispassionate philosopher who lives his life away from the world-an ideal that he also seemed to espouse, not only in the Dictionnaire, but in his personal life? As one of his friends, Henri Basnage de Beauval, wrote in the year after Bayle's death, "certain passages of his Dictionary will cause some to suspect he loved women, though he always kept considerable distance [beaucoup d'éloignement] from them." 74 Though some of the more voyeuristic episodes in "Mahomet" might seem to suggest otherwise, Bayle's self-presentation as world-weary scholar was probably accurate: we know from his letters that he devoted himself completely to his scholarship, working for as many hours a day as was possible without becoming ill. 75 Scholarship seems to have been his main source of pleasure: he really loved it-as you can tell from the Dictionnaire. His argument that scholarly pleasure surpasses sexual pleasure may seem ironic, but it was perhaps also grounded in experience.
However, we should not forget that scholarship for Bayle could itself have a sexual side; hence the display in the Dictionnaire of something that today might seem a contradiction in terms: sexy erudition. This was partly to spice up the often dry material of the Dictionnaire and to entertain his readers, but also because sex is part of life and part of history: hence, it has a proper place in history-writing, and no historian should shy away from it. "This is a historical dictionary," Bayle would say later in defense of the "obscenities" in his work, and an article on the famous courtesan Laïs has as much a place in it as an article on Lucretius. 76 Bayle, then, does not appear to be defending loose morals in general, certainly not for scholars, and least of all for himself. But suppressing sex will lead only to hypocrisy and double standards, where women are at a definite disadvantage. Being silent about it, in Bayle's view, won't do any good; nor will vague words, metaphors, and euphemisms. It doesn't really matter what words you use to describe the "conjugal act," says Bayle: whether you say "he enjoyed her," "he had her company," "they have had commerce together," "he has received the last favor from her," or "she has let him have the most precious thing she owned," this will conjure up the same images in the mind of the hearer as it would had Michelangelo painted it on a canvas. 77 Hence, there is also a political element at play in Bayle's deliberate inclusion of obscenities in the Dictionnaire: Bayle is liberating the realm of discourse as well as (to some extent) that of morality. The point of the libertine passages is not so much their content, but the fact that they are there. In this sense, the Dictionnaire can be said to represent a blueprint for radical expression: a model for what Enlightened society should be like. It is not that everything can be done, but that everything can and must be said. All aspects of existence must be named: whether they be heresy, irreligion, philosophy, or obscenity (though Bayle draws the line at calumny, invective speech, and warmongering). What Bayle appears to be saying is that one can and should talk about sex-even if one is not having it oneself.
CONCLUSION: FROM BAYLE TO GIBBON
Edward Gibbon, in a footnote to his own chapter on Mahomet and Islam in the Decline and Fall, made the following comment: "In the article of Mahomet, Bayle has shewn how indifferently wit and philosophy supply the absence of genuine information." 78 True, this curious article is a mixture of all kinds of sources. Discussions are engraved into longer theological and literary traditions, while constantly subverting, improvising, experimenting -and Bayle, in speaking about Muslims, is often addressing or criticizing Christians. As Jean Gagnier would comment in 1723, Bayle's "Mahomet" is perhaps more a philosopher's article than a historian's. 79 At the same time, Gibbon is being a bit harsh. In resisting the common tendency of fitting Islam into a Christian story-and indeed, of fitting Christianity into a Christian story-Bayle is effecting a change in the writing of religious history and preparing the way for Gibbon himself. If he is sometimes (or most of the time) erratic in his use of sources, he is also trying to be critical.
This critical and to some extent naturalistic impulse is also what lies behind Bayle's recurrent critique of miracles and legends that are told about Mahomet (see the first "minor" theme above), some of which are reminiscent of legends told about Moses and even Christ, though Bayle does not make this connection explicit. 80 For instance, Bayle mentions and deconstructs a story that Mahomet was able to feed eighty men with four small measures of barley, and all his troops with a handful of dates. 81 Surely Christian readers will have been reminded of the multiplication of the loaves and fishes. Bayle deconstructs such stories by criticizing the tendency of Christian apologists to exaggerate legends told about Mahomet that are often completely apocryphal, recounted neither in the Qur'an nor in other authoritative Arabic sources. Bayle compares this to the Protestant tendency to exaggerate Catholic stories about saints that most authors don't believe or even mention. 82 This is not an equitable way of engaging in theological controversy-let alone of writing history.
In moments like this Bayle appears to be seeking to de-mythologize Christian via Muslim mythology; or at least to recast religious history in a way that cancels out any role for the divine, miraculous, or supernatural. This project can be explicit for Islam in a way that it cannot be for Christianity, but the implications are obvious. When Bayle speaks about providentialism in "Mahomet," he does so in very hypothetical terms: if we want to preserve proof of Christianity's divinity, we have to talk about history in such and such a way. But what if we did not care about proving it: how then can we talk about history? Gibbon knew the answer to this, as did Bayle-and though the latter didn't quite follow through, in the Dictionnaire the possibility of a naturalistic history of religion may be glimpsed on the horizon.
Far from being "indifferent," furthermore, Bayle's use of wit and philosophy was pointed and creative, since it enabled him to reverse the traditional images of Islam as a violent religion and Christianity as the peaceful one, thus criticizing modern persecution tendencies in Catholics but also Protestants, while at the same time steering close to an idea (albeit a very hypothetical one) of sexual liberation-liberation, at least, in speech, if not in acts. One might think of the Dictionnaire as aiming for a "discursive" Enlightenment, situated in the realm of discourse, testing the boundaries of freedom of thought as well as of speech.
Hence, Bayle's account of Islam does revolve around the traditional axes of sex, violence, and deceit, but in each of these themes, there is some confusion in the purpose and character of Bayle's activity: is he talking about Islam, or about Christianity? Clearly, Bayle was doing both. But then again, so was Gibbon. 83 And so were most historians of Islam before them, and after them. In speaking about Islam, the West has always tended to be speaking about itself. As a result, the view afforded on Islam through Western eyes has traditionally been more like a view in a mirror than one through a looking glass-and a "deforming mirror" at that. 84 The difference we can perceive at the turn of the eighteenth century is in the kind of image that is refracted back to Christianity via Islam: and this is where Bayle, Gibbon, and various other authors of the dawning Enlightenment were doing something new. While attempting to write an objective and impartial history of Islam, they were also drafting a programmatic critique of Christian history-writing, as well as of Christian politics, religion, and morality. And this, indeed, is a very modern thing.
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